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Abstract

The retention of hydrocortisone (used as an amphiphilic model solute) on an immobilized artificial membrane (IAM)
column was investigated in relation to the mobile phase concentration of three sodium salts (representing different rankings
in the Hofmeister series, i.e. perchlorate, chloride and sulfate) in order to provide insight into the nature of the solute
interactions with phospholipid monolayers. The influence of the salt series on solute retention was found to follow the
Hofmeister series, emphasizing the role of hydrophobic effect in the solute retention mechanism on phospholipid
monolayers. Retention models based on the extended Wyman relations (preferential interaction theory) were developed to
analyze more quantitatively the salt effects on the hydrocortisone retention factor. This analysis as well as additional
thermodynamic study suggested that the hydrocortisone binding to IAM involved both an insertion into the hydrophobic
inside governed by hydrophobic effects and contacts with the interfacial region implying interactions such as van der Waals
interactions/hydrogen bonds between the solute hydroxyl groups and the polar headgroups of phospholipid monolayers.
   2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1 . Introduction methods [1]. Recently, a number of valuable alter-
native approaches have been explored using lipid

Many membrane-like systems have been de- monolayers or bilayers fixed to a support. They
veloped to study the interactions between drugs or include, for example, acoustic techniques, surface
biological compounds and lipid layers. The partition- plasmon resonance or immobilized artificial mem-
ing of bioactive molecules between lipid layers and brane chromatography (IAMC). Chromatographic
aqueous solutions has been extensively analyzed procedures based on IAM columns were introduced
using small or large unilamellar vesicles via sedi- firstly by Pidgeon et al. [2]. Monolayers, consisting
mentation, equilibrium dialysis or ultrafiltration of phospholipid analogues, were coupled covalently

to the silica support of a HPLC column. The
immobilized artificial membrane column mimics the*Corresponding author.
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matrix. IAMC is classically used for membrane nature of the binding. Such an approach is of great
protein purification and the prediction of drug trans- interest to analyze the relative contributions of
port through cell membranes [3–5]. Several authors driving forces implied in various chromatographic
have used IAMC as a convenient tool to obtain retention processes [11–13]. The choice of the salt is
information about the interaction between phos- very important. In a hydrophilic /hydrophobic two-
pholipid monolayers and compounds. Studies on phase system, the salts must be chosen for their
temperature dependence of bioactive peptide reten- strong abilities to promote (kosmotropic agent) or
tion on immobilized phosphatidylcholine monolayers inhibit (chaotropic agent) the hydrophobically driven
have been performed by Mozsolits et al. [6]. The phenomena, according to their position in the Hof-
study of the changes in enthalpy and entropy associ- meister series. The anions (keeping sodium as cat-
ated to the transfer of the solutes from the mobile to ion) can be arranged in the following order, with

2 2 2the stationary phase indicated that peptides interact regard to their hydrophilicity: ClO,SCN ,I ,4
2 2 2 2 22with the monolayers predominately through a hydro- NO,Br ,Cl ,F ,SO [14]. In a hydrophilic /3 4

phobic effect. Analysis based on the comparison hydrophobic two-phase system containing the so-
22between several IAM bonded phases with various dium salts, the SO anion has an affinity for the4

ligand densities has further demonstrated that the more hydrophilic phase (kosmotropic character)
2interactions between phenol derivatives orb-block- while the anion ClO tends to partition to the more4

ers and immobilized phospholipid monolayers are hydrophobic phase (chaotropic character). NaCl is
mostly based on a partitioning mechanism [7,8]. usually placed in the center of the Hofmeister series
Another approach for studying the interactions be- indicating neither chaotropic nor kosmotropic
tween solutes and phospholipid monolayers has character.
involved the variation of the mobile phase com- The aim of this paper was to investigate the
position. Classically, it has been approached by thermodynamic driving forces for the interaction of
varying the proportion of the organic modifier or the hydrocortisone with phosphatidylcholine monolayers
pH of the mobile phase. A study on the eluent by varying salt species and concentration. The use of
methanol percent dependence on the retention factor an amphiphilic molecule such as hydrocortisone as
has been conducted in order to examine the role of model solute was motivated by the well-known
the fluidity of the immobilized lipid monolayers [6]. feature that partitioning of several small molecules of
A non-linear relationship between logk and percent biological and medical interest (peptides, drugs or
methanol for peptides has been interpreted by the hormones) into lipid bilayers are related to their
authors as a consequence of changes in both the amphiphilic character [15]. Using the three sodium
peptide conformation and the lipid mobility. Addi- salts representing different rankings in the Hofmeis-
tionally, the retention for a varied group of com- ter series (i.e. sulfate, chloride and perchlorate), the
pounds on an IAM column has been investigated for hydrocortisone retention variation with salt concen-
two mobile phases consisting of methanol–water and tration was evaluated using interaction models based
acetonitrile–water mixtures [9]. It was expected by on the extended Wyman relations. As well, thermo-
the authors that the main factors contributing to dynamic studies were carried out and the enthalpy
solute retention were favorable cavity formation and and entropy variations were discussed relative to salt
dispersion interactions. Also, the analyses of the concentration.
influence of the mobile phase pH on the retention of
b-adrenolytic drugs andm-nitroaniline indicates that
the solute interaction with the stationary phase is 2 . Theory
dominated by a partitioning mechanism [10].

However, only few papers have reported the Previous papers have reported that relations de-
effects of the variation of the eluent ionic strength on rived from the Wyman concept constitute a valuable
the solute retention in IAMC. Moreover, the knowl- tool to describe the salt dependence on the analyte
edge of the salt effect operative in an interacting retention in hydrophobic [16,17] or electrostatic [12]
system could provide a valuable insight into the interaction chromatography and, more recently, in
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affinity chromatography [13,18]. The major advan- wheret and t are the retention times of a retainedR 0

tage of the Wyman functions consists in the fact that and a non-retained solute, respectively, andf is the
the variation of the association constant between a phase ratio.
ligand and a solute can be described whatever the Therefore, the following relation can be obtained
chemical properties of the mobile phase additives. by combining Eqs. (5) and (6):
The theory of linked functions allows to follow the p

]]change in the ligand binding when different additives ln k(ln k 1 (Dv ) ln c 2 (Dv )c (7)0 x x w x55.6
such as kosmotropic or chaotropic agents are added

wherek is the retention factor corresponding toK .into the medium. 0 0

It can be noted that similar relationships have beenThe effects of salt on the equilibrium constantK
developed by Melander et al. [11] for the analysis ofbetween a solute (S) and a ligand (L) can be
the overall salt effects on the retention of proteins inmodeled at a thermodynamic level in terms of the
ion-exchange chromatography, combining solvo-direct stoichiometric participation of ions (v ) andx
phobic and counterion condensation theories.water (v ) in the association reaction. The stoichio-w

metric representation of the association is as follows:

L(v , v )1S(v , v ) → L.S(v , v )1DvLx Lw Sx Sw LSx LSw x 3 . Experimental and methods
1Dv (1)w

3 .1. Apparatus
where

Dv 5 v 2 (v 1 v ) (2) The HPLC system consisted of an LC Shimadzux LSx Lx Sx

pump 10AT (Touzart et Matignon, Courtaboeuf,
and France), a Rheodyne injection valve model 7125

(Interchim, Montluçon, France) fitted with a 20-mlDv 5 v 2 (v 1 v ) (3)w LSw Lw Sw

sample loop, a Shimadzu SPD-10A UV–visible
detector. A Regis 30 mm34.6 mm IAM.PC.MGBased on Eq. (1), the dependence ofK on the
HPLC column (packed with 12-mm particles) wasmean ionic activitya can be formulated via thex
used with controlled temperature in an Igloocil ovenlinkage Wyman relations modified by Tanford
(Interchim).[12,19,20]:

pmd(ln K) x 3 .2. Reagents and operating conditions]]] ]]5 (Dv )2 (Dv ) (4)x w55.6d(ln a )x

Hydrocortisone was obtained from Sigma Aldrichwhere p and m are the aggregate valency and thex (Saint-Quentin, France). Sodium salts (sulfate, chlo-molal concentration of salt, respectively. In assuming
ride and perchlorate) were supplied by Prolabothat replacing the ionic activity by salt concentration
(Paris, France). Water was obtained from an Elgastatc introduces little error over the experimental saltx option water purification system (Odil, Talant,concentration range, an approximate integrated form
France) fitted with a reverse osmosis cartridge. Theof Eq. (4) is obtained as previously reported [20]:
mobile phase (flow-rate: 0.8 ml /min) consisted of

p phosphate buffer 5 mM adjusted at pH 7.4 with]]ln K(ln K 1 (Dv ) ln c 2 (Dv )c (5)0 x x w x55.6 various concentrations (100 to 600 mM) of sodium
salts. To examine the concentration dependencies ofwhereK is the binding constant in a hypothetical 10
solute retention corresponding to the binding capaci-M salt concentration reference state. In a chromato-
ty of immobilized phospholipids, retention measure-graphic system, the retention factork is directly
ments were related to varying amounts of injectedproportional toK:
solute. Solute samples were prepared at different

t 2 tR 0 concentrations in the mobile phase from 5 to 40 mg]]k 5 5fK (6)
21t0 ml . Twentyml of the solute at a concentration of
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2120 mg ml (where the retention was sample con-
centration-independent, i.e. in linear elution con-
ditions) were injected in triplicate and the retention
times were measured.

3 .3. Non-linear regression analysis of retention
data

The model equation was fitted to the retention
factors of the solutes by a non-linear regression using
the software Table curve 2D (SPSS Science Soft-
ware, Erkrath, Germany).

3 .4. Temperature studies

The retention factor was determined at the follow-
ing temperatures: 25, 30, 35, and 408C. The chro- Fig. 1. Plots of lnk against sodium salt (sulfate (j), chloride

(m), perchlorate (d)) concentration for hydrocortisone atT5matographic system was allowed to equilibrate for at
25 8C. The theoretical curves (———) are recreated from Eqs.least 1 h prior to each experiment.DH andDS are,
(10) and (11) for sulfate and perchlorate anions. See operating

respectively, the standard enthalpy and entropy of conditions in the Experimental.
transfer of hydrocortisone from the mobile to the
stationary phase. These energies can be calculated

25 8C. For a given salt concentration, the soluteusing the following thermodynamic relationships:
affinity increases in relation to the salt position in the

2DH Hofmeister series, i.e.k ,k ,k . More-2 2 22]]ln k 5 1DS* (8) ClO Cl SO4 4RT over, the solute retention variation with salt con-
with centration increasing follow the Hofmeister series.

The kosmotropic salt (sodium sulfate) tends toDS
]DS* 5 1 ln f (9) increase the hydrocortisone retention on the station-R

ary phase by minimizing the solute contact area
whereT is the temperature andR the gas constant. exposed to the solvent. NaCl, which is in the center

1For a linear plot of lnk versus 1/T, the slope and of the Hofmeister series (Na is a small kosmotrope
intercept are respectively2DH /R andDS*. while chloride is more or less chaotropic), has a nil

effect on the solute retention over the concentration
range. Finally, the chaotropic anion (sodium per-

4 . Results and discussion chlorate) decreases the solute interaction with IAM
due to its ability to interact with the hydrophobic

4 .1. Analysis of the salt effects on the surfaces of the solute and the stationary phase. These
hydrocortisone affinity to IAM results are consistent with a hydrocortisone retention

mechanism driven by hydrophobic effects between
The retention factors for hydrocortisone were the solute and the phospholipid monolayers. It

determined at various column temperatures with involves that the solute penetrates, more or less
three sodium salts (sulfate, chloride or perchlorate) as strongly, into the hydrophobic chain region of the
mobile phase additives. The RSDs of thek values lipids through a partitioning mechanism, as shown
were less than 0.7%, indicating a high reproducibility previously for various hydrophobic solutes [7–10].
and a good stability for the chromatographic system. In order to further investigate the solute retention
Three retention behaviors were observed in relation mechanism, a quantitative analysis of the data (for
to the salt type. Fig. 1 shows the lnk–c plots at the kosmotropic and chaotropic agents) was carriedx
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out by fitting the model equation to the experimental [22], then it can be calculated from the hydro-
data. cortisone water-accessible surface [23] that amini-

In the case of sodium sulfate, the use of the mum of 57 water molecules is released from the
following simplified relation was sufficient to fit this water-accessible surfaces in the case of a full solute
experimental data: insertion into the hydrophobic core of IAM. This is

significantly higher than the total of 20 water mole-
cules released upon solute binding at 258C. Thisln k(ln k 2 0.054(Dv )c (10)0 w x

result indicates that the hydrocortisone is not fully
In this case, the influence of the salt term was embedded in the hydrophobic region of lipid mono-
neglected in relation to the water effect. TheDv layers. It suggests also that some contacts arew

parameter (corresponding to the slope of the lnk–c engaged between the solute and the phospholipidx

plots) was calculated using Eq. (10) for all the headgroups. Similar conclusions have been made by
column temperatures. The theoretical curve (at Rowe et al. [24] for the analysis of partitioning of

225 8C) and the regression coefficientsR are pre- another type of amphiphilic molecules (i.e. longer-
sented in Fig. 1 and Table 1, respectively. Due to the chain alcohols) into phospholipid bilayers. It has
high degree of hydration of sulfate (preferential been demonstrated by titration calorimetry that while
hydration) [21], increasing the sulfate concentration hydrophobic effects play a major role in the parti-
decreases the effective concentration of water in the tioning, the solute binding also involves changes in
bulk phase and consequently decreases the waterthe interfacial region of the phospholipid layers.
activity. Water molecules in contact with non-polar Okamura and Nakahara [25] have shown by an NMR
surfaces adopt an ordered organisation. The releasestudy that propylbenzene is deeply penetrated into
of water molecules (negative value ofDv ) involved the hydrophobic region of the phospholipid bilayerw

in the association of hydrocortisone with immobil- core while phenol is preferentially trapped in the
ized phospholipids results in an increase in entropy interfacial region near the carbonyl group of the
contributing to the increase in solute affinity for the phospholipids. Additionally, Dimitrov and Lalchev
stationary phase. Around 20 water molecules are [26] have shown that the capacity of steroid to
involved in the solute transfer from the aqueous interact with the phospholipid monolayers is depen-
mobile phase to the IAM stationary phase at 258C dent on both the hydrocarbon chain (governing the
(Table 1). The number of water molecules released hydrophobic insertion into the lipid core) and the
per mole of solute associated to a ligand is dependentnumber of hydroxyl groups which are able to engage
on the contact surface between the two species hydrogen bonds with both the carbonyl [26] and
[13,16,20,22]. If it is assumed that the hydration of phosphate [27] groups of the phospholipids. As
the water-accessible surfaces corresponds to a mono-hydrocortisone contains three hydroxyl groups, one
layer of water as reported previously [20,22], and could expect that the solute contacts with the phos-

2˚that one water molecule covers|10 A of surface pholipid headgroups involve, at least in part, hydro-
gen bonds with the polar interfacial sites of phos-
pholipid monolayers.Table 1

Determination of the model parameters by fitting Eqs. (10) and In the case of sodium perchlorate, it was possible
2(11) to the hydrocortisone retention factors (R is the regression to fit the experimental data using the following

coefficient) for the kosmotropic and the chaotropic salts at various simplified relation:
column temperatures

ln k(ln k 1 (Dv ) ln c (11)Temperature Sodium sulfate Sodium perchlorate 0 x x
(8C) Eq. (10) Eq (11)

2 2R Dv R Dvw x It corresponded to the case where the influence of
the water term was neglected in relation to the direct25 0.987 220 0.953 20.20

30 0.993 217 0.941 20.20 salt effect. TheDv parameter (corresponding to thex
35 0.935 213 0.992 20.20 slope of the lnk–ln c plots) was calculated usingx
40 0.956 212 0.993 20.20 Eq. (11) for all the column temperatures. The
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theoretical curve (at 258C) and the regression co-
2efficients R are presented in Fig. 1 and Table 1,

respectively. It is well-known that chaotropic anions
such as perchlorate or thiocyanate are able to bind to
the hydrophobic surfaces due to their low free energy
of hydration [21,28,29]. So, the perchlorate con-
centration dependence on the solute retention can be
interpreted as a competitive salt-specific binding to
the solute and the stationary phase hydrophobic
surfaces. TheDv values (Table 1) are in agreementx

with the values of the salt release for the solute
binding to protein or DNA [30,31]. These low values
can be interpreted as a consequence of relatively
weak interactions of the anion with hydrophobic

Fig. 2. Van’t Hoff plots for hydrocortisone using sodium sulfatesurfaces of the ligand. Moreover, assuming a lipid
as mobile phase additive at concentrations of 0.1M (–), 0.2 M

per binding site stoichiometry equal to 1:1, Mac- (d), 0.3 M (m), 0.4 M (♦ ) and 0.6 M (j). See operating
donald and Seelig [32] have reported a binding conditions in the Experimental.

21constant of 1.3M for thiocyanate. Kalinin et al.
21[33] found a value of 21M for the perchlorate

21binding and 8M for the thiocyanate binding while the linear Van’t Hoff plots, the slope and intercept
Clarke and Lupfert [21] determined a value of 9.9 were respectively used to determine the enthalpy and

21M for the perchlorate binding. entropy change values associated to the solute trans-
fer from the mobile to the stationary phase. Fig. 3

4 .2. Temperature effects on the solute retention on shows theDH and DS* variations with salt con-
IAM centration for the three systems.

The enthalpy and entropy change variations with
In order to gain further information about the kosmotropic salt concentration are not consistent

mechanistic aspects of the solute binding to phos- with an interaction only due to hydrophobic effects,
pholipid monolayers, the temperature influence on based on the dehydration of non-polar solute by
the solute retention was investigated. The lnk versus removal from aqueous environment. Increasing the
1/T plots were obtained for each concentration of the sulfate concentration increases the mobile phase
three salts. Linear van’t Hoff plots were observed

2with R higher than 0.937 for the kosmotropic salt
(Fig. 2). When the temperature increases, solute
binding on immobilized phospholipid monolayers
decreases in the three cases. This behaviour is in
accordance with the well-known temperature depen-
dence on hydrophobic effects at temperatures higher
than 258C [34,35]. Moreover, as shown in Table 1,
the number of water molecules released upon bind-
ing decreases corresponding to a reduction of the
surface contact between the solute and the ligand. At
T.25 8C, the temperature increase is responsible for
the disruption of the ordered water organisation in
contact with the non-polar surfaces so that the solute

Fig. 3. Plots ofDH (kJ /mol) in open symbols andDS* in solid
is better accommodated by the aqueous environmentsymbols against sodium salt (sulfate (h /j), chloride (� / ),♦
[35]. This results in a reduction of the solute perchlorate (s /d)) concentration for hydrocortisone. See oper-
attraction into the hydrophobic inside of IAM. From ating conditions in the Experimental.
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hydrophilicity. Consequently, the relative hydropho-
bicity of solute is enhanced. In the case of a pure
hydrophobic effect, i.e. the transfer of non-polar
solutes from water to a bulk hydrocarbon phase, it is
well-known that the entropy contributions increase
with increasing the solute hydrophobicity while the
enthalpy contribution is small [36]. In the present
case, both enthalpy and entropy changes decrease
with kosmotropic salt concentration increasing. This
thermodynamic result shows that additional effects
are involved in the association of hydrocortisone
with IAM as evoked above. It is well-known that
solute–ligand association processes governed by van

Fig. 4. Plot of DH (J /mol) againstDS* (enthalpy–entropyder Waals interactions/hydrogen bond are character-
compensation) for the three sodium salts (sulfate, chloride, per-

ized by strong negativeDH andDS values [37]. This chlorate) at all the concentrations.
confirms that the hydrocortisone binding to IAM is
governed by two processes: (i) the insertion of the
solute non-polar surface into the phospholipid core b. In accordance with Eq. (12), when enthalpy–

entropy compensation is observed with a compounddependent on hydrophobic effects and (ii) additional
in a particular chemical interaction, the solute has thecontacts between solute and the lipid headgroups,
same free energy (DG) at temperatureb in theinvolving probably van der Waals interactions/hy- b

various operating conditions. Therefore, if enthalpy–drogen bonds between the solute hydroxyl groups
entropy compensation is observed, solute has theand the polar interfacial sites.
same net retention at the compensation temperatureFor the sodium perchlorate salt, the thermody-
b, although its temperature dependence may differ.namic parameters vary more weakly when the addi-

The DH versusDS* plots were obtained for eachtive concentration increases. A slight increase in the
concentration of the three salts as shown in Fig. 4. ADH and DS* values is only observed at high salt
linear plot was observed for the two salts with theconcentrations (Fig. 3), confirming that the cha-
following linear regression equation:otropic anion has reduced competitive effects for

solute binding to the stationary phase hydrophobic 2
DH 5 3287DS* 2 4330 R 5 0.885 (13)

surfaces.
2This R value may be considered adequate to verify

enthalpy–entropy compensation for this chromato-4 .3. Enthalpy–entropy compensation
graphic system [39–41]. This means that the salt
nature does not influence the overall solute inter-Additional analysis was carried out in order to
action mechanism with phospholipid monolayers,verify if the salt nature influences the solute parti-
indicating there is no specific effect of salt anion ontioning mechanism. This was attained by the exami-
the binding mechanism. As well, the compensationnation of the enthalpy–entropy compensation. This
temperatureb was calculated using Eqs. (12) andapproach has been previously used in various chro-
(9) and was found to be around 395 K. This is inmatographic procedures to analyze and compare the
accordance with the previous values of compensationsolute retention mechanisms in different operating
temperature reported for other hydrophilic /hydro-conditions [38–40]. The enthalpy–entropy com-
phobic two-phase systems [38,41].pensation can be described by the following relation:

DH 5bDS 1 (DG) (12)b

5 . Conclusion
where (DG) is the Gibbs free energy of a physico-b

chemical interaction at a compensation temperature On the basis of this work, it appears clearly that
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